Dissertations and Theses

Bibliography of Bibliographies


Comprehensive Indexes: Doctoral Dissertations

ProQuest digital dissertations (Dissertations Abstracts online)
- Access through BearCat “Other Electronic Resources”
- Citations for dissertations from 1861 to those accepted last semester; those published from 1980 forward include 350-word abstract. Titles accepted since 1997 have 24-page previews. Citations for Masters’ theses from 1988 forward include 150-word abstracts.
- Dissertations will likely need to be requested through inter-library loan.


Comprehensive indexes: Master’s Theses


Master’s abstracts international. 1986 - . Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International. (Ref Z5055 U5 M3)

Master’s theses directories. Cedar Falls, Iowa: H.M. Silvey, 1993- . (Ref Z5055 U5 M46x)


T. Jones, Fall 2004
Dissertations and Theses in Periodicals

**America, history and life.** Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-Clio. (1989 - REF Z 1236 A48 ; also available on line through BearCat)


[Dissertations listed in each issue under “research in progress”]

**American political science review.** Menasha, Wis.: American Political Science Association. (1906-2000 O’Grady ; 2001- Moody Periodicals)


[Annual list of “American Studies Dissertations”, 1956-1975, usually in summer issue. Since 1975, dissertations included in annual list of “American Studies Research in Progress.”]


[Vols. For Sept. 1955 - includes list of doctoral dissertations and masters’ theses]

**Doctoral dissertations in history.** Washington: American Historical Association, Institutional Services Program. (1981-1993 ; Moody Periodicals)

**Doctoral dissertations on Asia.** 16 v. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Association for Asian Studies. (Z3001 D63 1975-1993)

**French review.** Champaign, Ill.: American Association of Teachers of French. (1948-1998

T. Jones, Fall 2004
Hispania. University, Miss.: American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese.
[Dissertations complete and in progress listed every May issue]


[Annual list in January issue of dissertations of foreign languages, language education, classics, linguistics, and comparative literature.]

[Annual list of political science dissertations completed or in progress, Fall or Spring issue]

[Annual lists of dissertations completed and in progress.]

[Annual list of dissertation from American Universities in September issue.]